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Copyright and Trademarks 

The information in this document is subject to change without notice. This document is intended 

for the use of Videndum Production Solutions Limited staff, customers or persons having signed 

an NDA with Videndum Production Solutions limited for the purpose of the agreement under 

which the document has been submitted. No part of this document may be reproduced or 

transmitted in any form or means without the prior written permission of Videndum Production 

Solutions Limited. The document has been written to be used by professional and properly trained 

personnel and the reader assumes full responsibility when using it. Videndum Production 

Solutions Limited welcomes readers’ comments as part of the process of continuous development 

and improvement of the documentation. 

The information or statements given in this document concerning the suitability, capacity or 

performance of the mentioned hardware or software products cannot be considered binding. 

However, Videndum Production Solutions Limited has made all reasonable efforts to ensure that 

the instructions contained in the document are adequate and free of material errors and 

omissions. 

Videndum Production Solutions Limited liability for any errors in the document is limited to the 

documentary correction of errors. Videndum Production Solutions Limited will not be responsible 

in any event for errors in this document or for any damages, incidental or consequential (including 

monetary loss), that might arise from the use of this document or the information in it. 

This document and the product it describes are considered protected by copyright according to 

applicable laws.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 About this release note 

The release note accompanies the Autoscript Winplus-IP software package. This is a General 
Production release of Winplus-IP 1.12 and associated device firmware. 

1.2 Audience 

These release notes are intended for those managing the configuration of prompter product 
installations.  

1.3 Product Firmware tested with this release 

The following product firmware was used during testing with this release of software. 

 

Product No. Product 

A9009-8003 Winplus-IP application 

A9009-9011-0001 EVO-IP 

A9009-9011-0003 EVO-IPS 

A9009-0001 XBOX-IP 

A9009-0002 HC-IP Desk controller 

A9009-0003 FC-IP Foot controller 

A9009-0006 and 0005 WHC-IP Wireless hand controller and Base 

A9009-0007 and 0008 WC-IP and WB-IP - New Wireless hand controller and Base 
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1.4 Compatibility 

• Windows 7/8/10 

 

1.5 Manufacturing Impact 

 

Action Selection Comments 
No Manufacturing impact   

Next Batch X  

Modify All Assembled Stock   

Modify All Assembled and Unassembled 
Stock 
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2. Release History 

 

2.1 What’s new in this release 

This release introduces several new features: 

• Dongle Licensing 

• Local Prompters and NDI Prompters 

• Prompt Messages 

• Multiple improvements to Voice including adding various languages support. 

• REST API 

• USB Controllers (ShuttleXpress and Autocue USB Controllers). 

• Printing/Preview improvements 

 

 Prompters and Controllers 
Issue key Summary 

PROM-5538 Block scalable prompt output setting (iPad) 

PROM-5502 Modify the handling of time in prompter firmware to allow for different time 
sources to be defined. 

PROM-4744 Ease scroll to a stop in Winplus-IP on a scroll demand timeout. 

PROM-4742 Enable rollback of scroll position when prompter devices are too far ahead 
and scrolling is stopped. 

PROM-4741 Ease scroll to a stop on prompter devices if scroll updates haven't been 
received 

PROM-4739 Allow the prompted script to stay visible for a while if Winplus-IP connection 
is lost 

PROM-4679 Modify the handling of time in prompter firmware to allow for different time 
sources to be defined. 

PROM-4905 HC-IP: Deliver new "low buffer" firmware to latest hardware revision 

PROM-4702 Clockplus-IP: Plumb in the configuration options and add GUI options to 
Winplus-IP 

PROM-3873 ClockPlus-IP: Support Countdown and count up functions 

PROM-3876 Subscribe an individual prompter device to an NTP time provider 

PROM-1905 Option to allow resume from pause with foot controller to always go forwards 

PROM-5639 Support firmware delivery for "revless" IP controller devices 
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 USB Controllers 
Issue key Summary 

PROM-4520 Shuttle Xpress USB discovery 

PROM-4521 Shuttle Xpress USB device removal 

PROM-4522 Shuttle Xpress device status 

PROM-4523 Shuttle Xpress support scrolling with jog-dial 

PROM-4524 Shuttle Xpress button actions 

PROM-4525 Shuttle Xpress First Configuration panel 

PROM-4526 Shuttle Xpress Enable/Disable from context menu 

PROM-4527 Shuttle Xpress button mapping configuration 

PROM-4528 Shuttle Xpress configuration: Speed Profile 

PROM-4529 Legacy Autocue Controllers USB discovery 

PROM-4550 Shuttle Xpress - Add support for import and export Devices 

PROM-4560 Multi Button Hand Controller - USB Discovery 

PROM-4561 Multi Button Hand Controller - USB Device Removal 

PROM-4562 Multi Button Hand Controller - Support Scrolling with Dial 

PROM-4563 Multi Button Hand Controller - Speed Profile 

PROM-4565 Multi Button Hand Controller - Device Configuration 

PROM-4566 Multi Button Hand Controller - Button Mapping Configuration 

PROM-4567 Multi Button Hand controller - Button actions 

PROM-4569 Foot Controller - USB Discovery 

PROM-4570 Foot Controller - USB Device Removal 

PROM-4571 Foot Controller - Support Scrolling Foot Pedal 

PROM-4572 Foot Controller - Speed Profile 

PROM-4573 Foot Controller - Device Configuration 

PROM-4589 USB Controllers - Add USB controller support for configurations 

PROM-4608 Allow multiple USB devices of the same type 

PROM-5501 Add Autocue USB device drivers to Winplus-IP installer 

 

 NDI And Local Prompters 
Issue key Summary 

PROM-4812 NDI Prompter Device: Create NDI prompter 

PROM-5169 NDI Prompter Device: Update the NDI API to use An attribute set parameter 

PROM-5189 NDI / Local Prompter: Support Enable/Disable Prompting 

PROM-5277 Local Prompter / NDI: Add "preview mode" option 

PROM-5280 Local Prompter / NDI: Hide the "flip" option for now 

PROM-52 
Local Prompter / NDI: Change licensing so user can only add 3 of either 
device (combined) 

PROM-5168 
Local Prompter Device: Update the API to use the existing SetDisplaySettings 
API rather than using a separate path 

PROM-5011 
Local Prompter Output: Inhibit use on same monitor as Winplus-IPs main 
window 

PROM-4784 Local Prompter Output Flip Option 
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PROM-4584 Ability to manually add a Local Prompter 

PROM-4588 Prompt window takes part in configurations and import export 

PROM-4587 Ability to configure Prompt Window 

 

 Logging and Debugging 

Issue key Summary 

PROM-4471 Log file contents on settings imports/changes 

PROM-5404 Log the Machine ID when generated & parts that make up the machine ID. 

PROM-5481 We should log in the heartbeat the Winplus Process CPU usage 

 

 Text Editor  
Issue key Summary 

PROM-5130 Add an unsaved indicator to dirty run orders in the run order list 

PROM-4507 Show custom colours shown on toolbar 

PROM-4398 Text Colour picker should be a button 

PROM-2458 Need to be able to insert a story/story block without selecting a story first 

PROM-4111 Toggle Bookmark using ALT+M rather than unrelated key stroke combination 

 

 Newsroom Integration 

Issue key Summary 

PROM-5462 Optionally enable the use of story headers from a roCreate to prevent roReqs 

PROM-5314 Cloak stories without an assigned presenter 

PROM-5222 iNews: improved handling of ind. stories that fail to load from run order 

 

 Prompt Messages 

Issue key Summary 

PROM-5127 Prompt Messages should be shared over redundancy 

PROM-5080 Include Prompt Messages in Settings Import/Export 

PROM-4782 Prompt message configuration 

PROM-3728 Edit prompt messages on screen 

 

 REST API 

Issue key Summary 

PROM-5283 REST API: Command for blank screen 

PROM-4952 Move prompter (next, previous story top of run order) via REST API 

PROM-5576 REST API: Add remaining Director functions 

PROM-5710 REST API: Get Configuration Snapshot endpoint 

 

 Run Order and Printing 

Issue key Summary 

PROM-724 Added 'Notes' column 

PROM-4510 Rundown Project File 

PROM-4393 Create Print Preview main window menu option 
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PROM-4596 select multiple files from the open dialog & load these with a single action. 

PROM-4599 Add story selection to Print Preview and use as the standard print option 

 

2.2 System requirements 

 

This release requires the following system requirements: 

• Windows 7/8/10 

• OpenGL 2.1 or greater compatible video card 

2.3 Components included in this release 

 

Software Version 
  

Application  

Winplus-IP 1.12.2.102 

  

Device Firmware  

HC-IP 1.3.2.606 

FC-IP 1.3.2.606 

WHC-IP 1.3.2.606 

WB-IP/WC-IP 1.3.2.606 

XBOX-IP (EVO/XBOX) 1.8.5.353 
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2.4 Issues resolved in this release 

The CR Number in the first column of the table below is the permanent reference number 
allocated to the issue. 

 

 Voice 

Issue key Summary 

PROM-5508 Voice Presenter: Active scroller can flip on and off rapidly when stopped 

PROM-5439 
Autoscroll past SOT scrolls too far when you have short story text lines 
between two SOTs 

PROM-5400 Voice Director - Force Uppercase is not working 

PROM-5387 
Voice Director: Commands execute with a significant delay after open mic 
chatter 

PROM-5352 Jump to Subject scrolls to the next subject when the offset is set to 2 lines 

PROM-5218 Jump to subjects allows empty entries (trailing ;) 

PROM-5094 Voice Director fails to start after I changed the English commands to Arabic 

PROM-5026 
VP settings dialog displays a message of unsaved changes even though no 
changes were made 

PROM-4995 There is no option to Load the Advanced Voice Parameters from a file 

PROM-4994 
The default VoiceParameters Language should be something else other than 
"defaults" 

PROM-4992 
The Advanced Voice Parameters settings are not saved as part for Export 
Settings 

PROM-5603 Autoscript Voice: Stealth mode is enabled unexpectedly 

 

 Prompters and Controllers 
Issue key Summary 

PROM-5766 Prompter devices on old firmware go "Busy" when a runorder is loaded 

PROM-5784 Local prompt engine stops receiving commands (e.g. story updates). 

PROM-5718 Old firmware Xbox and EVO devices cannot connect to Winplus-IP V1.12 

PROM-5435 Autoscript Legacy controllers’ connection/behaviour is not reliable in v1.12 

PROM-5563 Add/Merge devices from configuration isn't configuring the devices 

PROM-5562 Wireless controller not keeping imported configuration settings 

PROM-5542 
iEVO V1.4.0.50 connection goes "busy" when you configure the device with 
Winplus-IP V1.12 

PROM-5520 iEVO Not displaying time zone correctly after restart of iEVO app 

PROM-5483 EVO-IP/Xbox firmware does not shut down cleanly 

PROM-5475 
EVO-IP stays busy (blue) after shutting down the primary and taking control 
on the Standby WP-IP 

PROM-3801 
Prompters become incorrectly positioned when scrolling backwards into a 
previous run order 

PROM-5160 
When adding a new HC-IP to Winplus-IP it needs to be disabled and re-
enabled before it can be used 

PROM-5429 Unable to update the HC-IP firmware on a controller with the new chip 

PROM-5425 Cue timer occasionally appears in the wrong colour on the Clock Module 
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PROM-5424 Unable to update the EVO firmware 

PROM-5647 Loading a legacy device can crash Winplus-IP 

PROM-5654 
Add/Merge Devices in Configuration doesn't work for Local and NDI 
Prompters 

PROM-5655 Reverse direction button action fights demand 

PROM-4501 Device ownership shows as blue (busy) but shows me as the owner. 

PROM-5588 
Warning triangle on the WB-IP configuration dialog although it has the latest 
firmware 

PROM-5581 Add/Merge Devices in Configuration can duplicate IP controllers 

PROM-5582 Scroll Smoothness issues on iPad Pro 

 

 Prompt Messages 

Issue key Summary 

PROM-5141 
Arabic Prompt messages are duplicated when sent to the prompt 
output/preview 

PROM-5082 
Prompt Messages failed to appear on the Prompt Preview after deleting 
some NDI Prompter devices 

PROM-5081 Prompt Messages don't appear on the Virtual Prompter 

PROM-5079 
Long Arabic Prompt messages can scroll in the wrong direction on the 
prompt preview and output 

PROM-5078 
When Winplus-IP starts Prompt messages from the previous session gets 
displayed on the prompt output 

PROM-4958 It's not possible to display a long message using Prompt Messages 

PROM-4957 
When typing Arabic messages in Prompt Messages the text is left aligned 
which makes the auto-complete confusing 

PROM-5416 
The Prompt Messages font should be set to a default font in the settings 
dialog 

 

 GUI and Usability 

Issue key Summary 

PROM-5839 Extreme memory usage on startup when using Legacy controllers 

PROM-5578 The shortcut keys list is duplicated 

PROM-5488 Cannot use all alt+ctrl+number keys. 

PROM-4445 
Winplus-IP crashed out when l was loading (edit and prompt) a second run 
order 

PROM-5337 GUI not responding after repeatedly printing a run order (1 hour long) 

PROM-5126 
Maximising or "restoring" the Winplus-IP window causes a noticeable black 
flicker of the virtual prompter 

PROM-5123 Prompt Preview doesn't recover from crashes 

PROM-5107 Winplus-IP froze, MOS and controllers continued working 

PROM-4583 Inserting a presenter right at the end of a document can cause an exception 

PROM-5414 
Reset on the Cue Marker settings doesn't reset the colour on the settings 
page 

PROM-5138 Uncoverable Crash in IpPrompterDeviceSummary 

PROM-5108 Only 3 out of 11 devices are added when loading a configuration 

PROM-5076 
To Drag and drop a group you need to do 2 steps - Expand it first then drag 
and drop it 
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PROM-5075 
If you drag and drop a group of run orders to the bottom of the list, you get a 
series of questions to confirm the deletions of each run order in the group 

PROM-5067 Drag/drop of groups of run orders doesn't work 

PROM-5066 
Sorting the list of run orders using drag and drop asks if you want to add the 
run order to group 

PROM-5065 Deleting a run order from a group should remove all runorders from the list 

PROM-5064 
Remove from Group is greyed out when I select a run order belonging to a 
group 

PROM-5063 Unknown error dialog after merging docx, awp and txt file and hitting Save. 

PROM-4903 
Add a menu separator to window's Settings->Toolbar menu to separate the 
prompt preview options from the rest 

PROM-4871 Autosave of run orders doesn't work for multiple newly created run orders 

PROM-4762 Autosave of run orders doesn't work for newly created run orders 

PROM-5531 Save warning when no changes have been made since last save 

PROM-4881 Licence type obscured by prompter image 

PROM-4858 LOCK in Export Settings should come with a warning 

 

 Printing 

Issue key Summary 

PROM-4874 
The "Select Stories" value in "Print Editing Run Order" doesn't persist when 
clicking Apply. 

PROM-5509 Print preview is using an Italic font 

PROM-5340 
The print dialog takes a long time to appear when changing a setting on the 
Print Editing Run order dialog and clicking Print while the preview is being 
updated 

PROM-5335 
Print Editing Story List options (e.g., date and time) are only accessible from 
the Print Editing Run Order menu 

PROM-4548 Print status message will not close after cancel 

 

 Logging and Debugging 

Issue key Summary 

PROM-4357 Live story logging fails when prompting and editing different run orders 

PROM-5232 The logs show many "unknown localized message" errors 

PROM-5751 Logging of pressed scroller button is not correct 

 

 Text Editor  
Issue key Summary 

PROM-5649 Text editor hang (GUI not responding GetFont) 

PROM-5837 Typed large font size could break WinPlus-IP 

PROM-4993 Hindi line wrap issue 

PROM-5043 
German diacritics get shifted on the prompt output although they appear fine 
in the editor 

PROM-4869 RTF export fails to keep the formatting for Instructions, SOT and breaks 

PROM-4868 
The "after story" value in "Insert Story” should be populated with the story 
number above the first selected story. 
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PROM-4855 
Selecting text with a trailing space requires you to press some buttons twice to 
toggle the action (Bold, Italic, underline). 

PROM-4758 Story has the wrong alignment in an exported docx file 

PROM-4672 Shift+F3 to toggle text case fails if the text includes some RTL characters 

PROM-5087 WP-IP lock with smiley character 

PROM-5149 Line wrap issue 

PROM-5484 Text wrapping incorrectly on output 

PROM-5482 Text wrapping issue. 

PROM-5402 Blue Bracket doesn't stay at the top when Follow Prompter is turned on 

PROM-5373 The wrong font and size are used for the story text when a slugline is inserted 

PROM-5353 Pasting a multiline SOT Macro text will only mark the last line as SOT   

PROM-5325 Cloaking some text isn't cloaking the correct lines 

PROM-5220 Some editor actions don't mark the run order as dirty 

PROM-5181 When a story number is pasted into text editor it gets auto numbered 

PROM-5180 The insertion point jumps in the story editor when typing a story number 

PROM-5171 Typing into the text editor when it's empty causes the slugline to be split 

PROM-5148 Docx importer uses wrong colours for text when checking closeness to b&w 

PROM-5131 Using Alt-N or Alt-P to move to bookmarks moves you to the wrong line 

PROM-5128 
Creating a bookmark on a line causes the highlight to be on the wrong line 
compared to bookmark text 

PROM-5109 Follow Prompter - cue marker position is causing customer confusion 

PROM-4655 
Creation of Slugline does not take into account characters before creation 
point. 

PROM-5405 Paged Scrolling doesn't work 

PROM-5344 The Caret following Cue Marker functionality should turn off if not scrolling 

PROM-5343 
Editing an ID of a Bookmark should mark the run order as Dirty and asks the 
user to save the file if WP-IP is closed without saving first. 

PROM-4873 
Bookmarks and Snapshots are always sorted by position regardless of the 
state of "Sort by Position" 

PROM-4686 After slugline creation moves the editor down 

PROM-5653 Bookmarks are left in the wrong position when typing into a large story 

PROM-5648 
Text editor isn't updating prompter when typing into huge story with 
bookmarks 

PROM-5587 Correct the behaviour of Alt+P/Alt+N or change the Shortcut key description 

PROM-5640 Text editor selection colours should not be tied to Windows colours 

PROM-3907 
Text typed in appears in lowercase even if the presenter has "Force 
Uppercase" in Presenter Settings 

PROM-4660 
Apply Presenter doesn't change the font name and size for awp files but it 
does for newsroom run orders. 

PROM-5672 DOCX import omits text with hyperlinks 

PROM-5657 Delete and Backspace performing the same function in Arabic text 

PROM-5759 First Slugline style lost after selecting all text (via Ctrl+A) & typing in the editor 

PROM-5755 
Slugline style is copied to the story text if you press Enter and type quickly at 
the end of slugline 

PROM-5750 Specific formatting at the end of  document causes an exception in text editor 

PROM-5749 
Deleting a slugline for a story that has a bookmark can cause a text editor 
error 

PROM-5748 Prompting can be stopped completely by additional spaces in a rundown file 
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PROM-5738 High speed typing via automation can break the Text Editor 

PROM-5695 It's no longer possible to create sluglines from within the text editor using [] 

PROM-4646 The first slugline appears white on black if I press Ctrl+A and start typing 

 

 Newsroom Integration 
Issue key Summary 

PROM-5485 Editing a MOS server will cause it to be disconnected 

PROM-5161 Clicking on Add Newsroom displays and empty dialog box 

PROM-5110 Investigate issue with iNews connections when running near rxnet limit 

PROM-5046 Font size incorrect in MOS configuration window 

 

 USB Controllers 

Issue Type Summary 

PROM-5437 Autocue USB MB controller appears disconnected in WP-IP after restart 

PROM-5070 Devices Discovery dialog doesn't show ShuttleXpress until WP-IP is restarted 

PROM-5434 Autocue USB MB - Prev and Next Marker both jump to the next story 

PROM-4712 Naming consistency (USB controllers) 

PROM-4711 
Add Discovered Device dialog shows duplicate controllers when both the 
Foot controller and the Multibutton controllers are plugged in 

PROM-4999 Log Spam when the Autocue USB controller is disconnected from the PC 

 

 Prompt Output 

Issue key Summary 

PROM-5163 EVO scrolling is not as smooth as it should be. 

PROM-5162 EVO-IP: Firmware crash adding device to V1.11 Winplus-IP 

PROM-4446 Prompter preferences: Hide Sluglines should not hide Breaks 

 

 Export/import 

Issue key Summary 

PROM-5430 
Export/Import Settings doesn't keep enabled/disabled status for 
ShuttleXpress 

PROM-4866 Importing the "Saved Run Order" setting can fail to load saved run orders 

PROM-4863 Colour Closeness output discrepancies between preview & the real export 

PROM-4861 Increased speed of Preview in Export Run Order  

PROM-4860 Slugline Underline in Export Docx file doesn't work 

PROM-4757 Exporting run order as a docx file replaces the loaded one with the docx file 

PROM-5719 Importing a AWP file should always override source to manual 

PROM-5688 Export lock can be disabled by importing settings and restarting Winplus-IP 

 

 Redundancy 

Issue key Summary 

PROM-5460 
Redundancy - The Standby WinPlus-IP does not always follow the Prompter 
when the Follow Prompter is set on the Primary 
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PROM-5472 
Failed to manually pair two instances of WP-IP after having previously paired 
them automatically 

PROM-5474 
HC-IP controls the Standby WP-IP after shutting down the primary WP-IP 
even though it's still in Standby mode 

PROM-5389 Redundancy: Scroll position does not sync to peer... again 

PROM-5516 Autoscript: Using TAKE CONTROL in redundancy can disable prompting 

PROM-5346 Redundancy: Syslink state machine appears to get stuck 

PROM-5339 Redundancy: Take Control action takes too long 

PROM-5331 Redundancy: Active conflict result can be wrong 

PROM-5085 Redundancy: Standby no longer scrolls with primary 

PROM-5084 It is not always possible to unpair the primary WP-IP from redundancy 

 
 

 Stability of Winplus-IP and devices 

Issue key Summary 

PROM-5427 
Winplus-IP crashed after trying to print a one hour run order for a second 
time 

PROM-5417 Winplus-IP gets stuck on the splash screen 

PROM-5408 
Unhandled exception after clicking on Reset To Defaults in Configuration if 
an NDI device is present 

PROM-5407 
"App terminating because of unhandled exception" error message when 
trying to take control of a peer in Redundancy 

PROM-5147 Unrecoverable Crash when updating device summaries 

PROM-5415 Winplus-IP can believe it has control of a prompter when it does not 

PROM-5326 Licence can disappear 

PROM-5324 
The text will stay displayed on the prompter for 15 seconds after closing 
Winplus-IP 

PROM-5607 Mitigate primary prompt engine loss so position can be recovered 

PROM-5726 Application freeze - Text Editor issue 

PROM-5693 Fatal ~Unhandled Exception, character issue possible cause 

 

 Run-orders 

Issue key Summary 

PROM-5152 
The order of run orders gets changed when dragging and dropping a group 
of run orders   

PROM-5586 Save As XML should replace the currently loaded file 

PROM-5585 Save As XML doesn't work 

 

 Clock Module and Timers 

Issue key Summary 

PROM-4069 Timer cannot select standard colour red 

PROM-5334 
Clock Module showing local PC time even though USE HOST Time Zone is 
disabled (using NY Time Zone) 

PROM-5333 
The time will be displayed on the clock module even though Clock Module 
Displays Time is turned off 
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3. Installation of this release 

3.1 To Access WinPlus-IP Software 

Go to the following webpage to download the demo WinPlus-IP software:  

www.autoscript.tv/support/software-download  

You will be required to complete the registration page. 

Where applicable Purchase a WinPlus-IP (WP-IP)/WinPlus-IP newsroom (WP-IPN) licence from  
Videndum Production Solutions and supply an email address to receive a copy of your delivery 
note 

You will receive an email from Videndum Production Solutions Sales Support with a delivery 
note including your serial id number  

 

3.2 To Install WinPlus-IP 

Note: If you already have an older version of WinPlus-IP installed, you do not need to uninstall it 
first. However, if you have a Beta version (0.0.0.x), you will need to uninstall it first using 
Programs and Features in the Windows Control Panel. 

 

Note: Images below are as a guide only and the actual installed version number may be 
different. 

Run WinPlus-IP.exe 

Click I agree to the license terms and conditions and then install 

 

If you are asked if you want to allow WinPlus-IP to make changes to your computer, click Yes 

 

http://www.autoscript.tv/support/software-download
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The setup wizard will then continue. Click Next 

 

 

 Click I accept the license terms and conditions and click Next 

 

 

You will then be asked for a location for the destination folder. Enter a new address by clicking 
Change or click Next for the default location 
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You will be given another opportunity to change the folder, install the application or cancel 

 

 

Click Finish to complete the installation 

 

 

If successful, the following window will be displayed 

 


